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At the heart of American Democracy Now is a rich set of pedagogical
tools that develop the enduring understandings, align with the learning
objectives, and offer comprehensive coverage of the essential knowledge
statements. Visually appealing, relevant, and written in an accessible
voice, the program helps students garner a solid understanding of the
key elements, institutions, and dynamics of government while increasing
their sense of political efficacy. Students are led to read, think, and write
critically to make connections between the policies and politics of the
past, the present, and the future.

Fully aligned to the new AP U.S. Government Framework:
• Chapter openers spotlight AP Enduring Understandings and provides
a foundation of what students will learn.
• Required Supreme Court cases and Key Foundational documents
are highlighted and supported with annotations and activities for
in-depth analysis and understanding.
• Integrated data analysis activities help students interpret and consume
political data in a meaningful way.
• Thinking Critically feature asks students to thoughtfully evaluate sources
in the context of concept application, argumentation, and source analysis.
• A variety graphs, charts, illustrations, photos, political cartoons, text-based
documents and commentary provide additional practice analyzing sources.
• The end-of-chapter AP Key Terms and Documents offer students the
opportunity to review and check their understanding before moving
onto the chapter AP test practice, which reflects the content and
format of the actual AP exam.
• The AP Teacher Manual, available in print and online, includes classroom
activities, pacing guides, AP test banks, practice exams, and more.

American Democracy Now includes access to
the AP SmartBook®, interactive eBook, Supreme
Court Cases and Foundational Documents with
annotations and activities, AP Test Banks, and
an AP Teacher Manual.

AP®, Advanced Placement®, and Advanced Placement Program® are trademarks registered by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, these products.
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More Personalized. More Productive. More Prepared.
Smartbook® delivers personalized, adaptive learning tailored to
each student’s individual needs by pinpointing knowledge gaps
and focusing instruction on the concepts that require additional
study. Teachers can assign a specific chapter, topic, or concept
and access advanced reporting features that track individual
and class progress with actionable insights to inform instruction.
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